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“Private equity will have a key role to play helping to revitalise the 
economy. Where else will companies unable to get money from the banks 
find the funds to re-equitise? It’s a small role but an important one”. Jon 
Moulton

Many VCs remain UK centric yet the UK economy, along with main 
European markets have shrunk between 4-13% vs. their run rate as at 
Q4 2007. With the scale of activity in the market, VCs are getting too 
distracted in operational and resourcing issues, taking them away from 
their core capability identifying and doing deals. Icebreaker through 
hard experience is finding that the solo resourcing solution driven by the 
economics of long contracts and high rates is compromised, and in some 
cases simply too slow and narrow a solution to resolve the emerging 
issues faced during a turnaround.

“9/10 turnarounds fail because cost cutting, growth and strategic leaps 
and not concurrent..” CEO Peter Cuneo, 7 major turnarounds including: 
Marvel, Remington, Black & Decker, Clairol

Whilst there are substantial business opportunities 
to be taken in 2011, there are substantial challenges 
in investors achieving a reliable return.



“Today, however, privaTe 
equiTy firms’ senior 
parTners are Too sTreTched 
To micromanage Teams 
deployed across many more 
asseT classes, regions and 
secTors. inaTTenTion To 
sTrengThening The firm’s 
organizaTion and culTure 
can be a faTal shorTcoming 
in The challenging period 
ahead.”   
bain and co
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The classic interim solution is simply too heavy on cash and inflexible. 
In terms of reaching the right solution within days it is abundantly clear 
that a broader solution, leveraging far more resource in a far shorter time 
is central to the quality of the due diligence, forming the right plan, and 
executing that plan.

Icebreaker sector experience

Only too often turnaround acquisition is described as stressful, 
confrontational – all symptoms of poor management which destroy value. 
Turnaround is usually characterised by shock-style financial management, 
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leaving the best portfolio FDs that understand the complexity in short 
supply. These factors and uncertainties are increasing the length of the 
exit process, and compromising returns for investors. 

“The project that I brought Icebreaker Executive in for will increase the 
divisional profit annually by 10%. My initial thoughts were that I would 
need them for 10 months, clearly they were right to challenge them at the 
time and delivered within 6 1/2 months. I honestly believe that without 
their input at a crucial stage in the project we may well still be thinking 
and planning today.” Medical Products MD £200m plc

Assuming that the “successful CEO doing same again solution” which 
worked in the past will work again in this market has been proven to be 
flawed, and in many cases leads to proprietary interests squandering 
value creation, and creates delays in realising results. 

“Most private equity firms pay only lip service to the notion of hands-on 
value creation after transactions are closed. They may impose a “100-
day plan” on their new portfolio companies, but frequently these are long 
“to do” lists for CEOs to satisfy the new owners and police performance, 
rather than guidance that fundamentally redirects operational and 
resource-allocation priorities.” Bain and Co

There is substantial knowledge gained in a turnaround that is often 
squandered when the CEO moves onto another deal. This knowhow is 
rarely shared internally or retained to leave a legacy. As these situations 
can be very difficult and fast paced, many individual interim managers 
simply cannot move fast enough or get swamped, often without much 
oversight failing to cope or deliver the scope of the task. Turnaround 
management professionals are largely unmanaged individuals and have a 
tendency to be “legends in their own lunch time”. The Icebreaker model 
retains this value, which is available for the next assignment.
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The icebreaker business 
model opTimises The 
soluTion and meeTing head 
on The challenges To 2015

Our team provides a holistic solution to achieve results. Like A&E you 
would expect a team of experts to immediately identify the issues, and 
make the repairs; the surgeon, anaesthetist, and oncology working closely 
together through the process to enable the patient to stand once more on 
their own two legs. The Icebreaker team provides this solution to work on 
a portfolio basis, drawing on vast experience at hand, or from within our 
team of experts. 
 
‘The second thing is something you’d never look for in any other sphere 
of business: a bad management team. What you want to see is a bunch of 
idiots running the company’. Jon Moulton

Not afraid of taking the tough calls icebreaker recognise that turnaround 
or any major change program has substantial development opportunities 
for the incumbent team and identifying those that will make it is our core 
expertise. With the complacency of the last 10 years and ease of doing 
business until now! - Knowing what good looks like, is essential too, so in 
the background all programs are peer reviewed and challenged using our 
Award Winning experience from the most challenging circumstances. 

In the current climate it is essential to be able to run a business from 
the leanest / most scalable business model possible, and concurrently 
improve customer service.

There is a new breed of Private Equity investor 
looking to robustly turnaround businesses in 
a shorter timeframe and exit within 12-18m. 
Achieving this swift exit plan requires utilising a 
team of experts, not just an individual.  



“$250m fasT growTh high 
Technology nasdaq quoTed 
emea business reached a 
ceiling in Terms of growTh 
and profiTabiliTy. a scalable 
lean business model was 
creaTed, To grow The business 
from $250m To $500m, 
managed by only 8 sTaff. lead 
Time reduced from 5 weeks 
To 4 days, order fulfillmenT 
cosTs reduced by 35%, inbound 
logisTics cosTs reduced by 
70%.”   
supply chain direcTor lexar media inc
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“1st tier auto supplier losing c£1.5m had run out of cash. VC primary 
strategy was high risk price increase threatening the future of the 
business without root cause. Icebreaker identified this additional value 
during due diligence; exit non core products, detailed overhead reduction, 
direct cost reduction, and price increase to reverse a £1.5m loss -> £2.0m 
profit, with £2.6m less sales.” UK Turnaround VC

Time Line

iB & CeO

CeO only

Accelerated improvement
Raising the bar

Icebreaker Exec 
subsidence + fee based 
on net value added

Legacy development 
Standalone capability
Accelerate change

icebreaker totally aligned with the investor exit including reward model
incremental value, and pulling forwards Legacy - sale

Much more
Resource at

Hand vs. std model

Intensive 100 Day 
Improvement Plan

IB undertakes deep 
Operational Due 
Diligence

Cash, Margin Improvement & Capability Building
Sales, Finance, Tax, Engineering, Maintenance, Service, 
Operations, Procurement & Supply Chain
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Net value improved 
for investor

Value Current Growth

Icebreaker executives have worked with over 400 international SME 
and plcs at senior level. All of this experience is available formally or 
informally at any time on any assignment. From a pool of c500 seasoned 
turnaround applicant’s icebreaker have retained 16 that have met 
the criteria and have the right profile. The icebreaker business model 
continues to attract the best candidates, conversely Icebreaker have 
exited 3x as many people as have joined. These individuals left prior to 



“Trend conTrols £50m b2b 
building conTrol sysTems 
business, profiTable buT was 
complacenT, inward looking 
and full of cusTomer service 
issues. in 2 monThs The 
direcT labour cosT base was 
reduced by 30%, and cusTomer 
complainTs were closed daily, 
capaciTy increased 30% from 
The smaller cosT base, 25% 
maTerial cosT reducTion. lead 
Time any one of 4500 complex 
producT varianTs 5- 1 day. 
won managemenT Today / cbi 
besT facTory award.” “ThaTs why as 
pickering says Trend has iTs cake and is eaTing iT.”  

dr. marek szwejczewski cranfield universiTy
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starting an assignment. 

These icebreaker executives take a pragmatic and very serious view 
of due diligence, knowing they will be the individuals who will be 
responsible for implementing the results, and developing the incumbent 
team.

Time Line

prOBLem 
reaLisaTiOn

iB appOinTed 
- jOinT 
TurnarOund 
pLan

JoInt Icebreaker turnaround plan
• Financial status, Intermediate and Ph2 Funding,  
  Creditor agreements, restructure Balance sheet,
• Stakeholder management, budget for turnaround costs
• MD support, Business plan, Business model,  
  implementation

iCeBreaker Best practice: 
Act Early & Decisively to Retain Value

Efficiency 
improvement

Corrective Measures
(“Turnaround”)

Implement  
business plan

Growth and review
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Management Formal 
loss of control

- slide down the curve of failure

No action
Late action

Proactive action - management control / 

Management stakeholder expectations
Increasing turnaround costs

‘And of course, the management may contain one complete nutcase who 
is leading a group of quite sensible people down the Swanee’. Jon Moulton
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Our FD’s quickly get to grips with the scenario legalities, can cope with all 
that a turnaround throws at them, have the ability to move at speed and 
immediately put the right controls in place and where necessary, to triage 
the scenario. 

“Six branch Homewares retailer making a £166k loss on £2.4m turnover, 
had run out of cash and bank were refusing further credit. Within four 
weeks the main store posted 8% like for like sales increase and 1% 
improvement on margin. Stock and overheads reduction made the 
business solvent and the operating model now works.” Icebreaker Interim 
FD, “The matter is now resolved” (Alan Curtis RBS)

In turn we have some of the best 
entrepreneurial FDs that get the big 
picture. 

fully aligned with investors value creation and exit timetable

 • Clear accountability

 • Lower risk

 • faster execution

 • Breadth & depth of  
 core iB team for cash,  
 profit and capability  
 building

 • extended iB network  
 increases market  
 knowlege and speed of  
 solutions

 • more value added

 • Higher exit Value

CEO Icebreaker 
Executive

Available Icebreaker Executive Team

Finance / Tax / Cost Control

Operations

Sales Marketing

Procurem
ent / Supply Chain

Engineering / Technology

Hum
an Resources

Turnaround specialists

icebreaker Business model

=+
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Resourcing of icebreaker programs is dispassionate. The icebreaker team 
accept that resourcing will adapt as the scenario unfolds rather than to 
suit themselves. A consistent approach and way of working is followed 
set out in our code of conduct, and membership agreement. These 
agreements have been honed to a very refined degree to suit the emerging 
circumstances over the last 5 years. Icebreaker provides the client or 
VC an overhead free managed solution alongside the best financial and 
operational skills from the most challenging environments. The reward 
structure is aligned with the VC – cash return on investment based fee 
and equity upside. The icebreaker team are “fat cat free” equally adept at 
engaging with level of resourcefulness to cope with a £1.8m SME 1-3 days 
/ m and with the gravitas to turn performance in a £150->2bnm plc.

“A 40m Turnover FMCG logistics Business was haemorrhaging and making 
losses, and bank were pulling their facility. Within 3 days icebreaker had 
identified the source of the parent-subsidiary relationship breakdown, and 
root cause of unpredictable cash demands. In 2 weeks the business model 
repair was clear, cash flow plan in place, bank confidence recovered and 
pricing roll out in place to deliver a c15% margin with phasing to grow the 
business over the next 6m into new markets” Icebreaker MD CCG Group

Cultural change and leaving a legacy in a short engagement is often 
regarded as a misnomer, in 2006- 2008 icebreaker developed a leading 
edge course with CEO GB to close this gap – the basis of another award 
nominated turnaround assignment. 

“Without doubt the most powerful formal learning experience of my life. 
Everyone who participates with an open mind will come away from the 
event a changed person. A must for senior management operating in a 
rapidly changing environment”. Sean Former CPO Baxters Group
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Consistency of approach, the highest integrity, the ability to get the plan 
right first time, pull forwards delivery without additional cost, deliver and 
embed step change in the most challenging scenarios is our comfort zone.

the ability to get hard facts to support programs 
“The best practices implemented were based on collecting hard data from 
leading players in the industry; sold to all stakeholders and the project 
was successfully progressed to implementation” Bob D Executive Centrica

Icebreaker think like owners, prize accountability, delivery and teamwork, 
and are wired to win..

“Your approach harks back to a period of genuine competence”  … 
“I despair at the claims of ‘thousands of interims’ on most interim 
management firms’ registers. .... “There are, I would have thought, at the 
very most 500 senior executives worthy of the term in the UK, so one 
wonders at the calibre of the firms who cannot recognise this” Peter 
Brown investor and seasoned Turnaround CEO

Sound Qa
A quiet low key persona with a most tenacious commercially driven 
process. In hrs he picks up all the key elements of a business issue and 
feeds back a detailed action plan that with his personality breeds real 
confidence in his ability to transform a challenging business situation. 
Great guy and fun to trust and work with in any interim high level 
management role .” John Webster CEOGB on Icebreaker CEO



“The faciliTy, was operaTing 
aT a financial loss of  -24%  
ebiTda . The TargeT in 4m was 
To reTurn The operaTing 
model aT 80% of previous sales 
To a 6% profiT. ThroughouT 
The relocaTion, bau had To 
be mainTained, including 
boTh privaTe medical and 
nhs cusTomers. projecT Time 
line was 4 monThs, wiTh 
a £1.2m resTrucTuring 
budgeT, delivered wiThouT 
inTerrupTion on Time 35% 
below budgeT cosT. ”    
goran gusTafson geTTinge main board
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how do you geT on board?

When we have achieved the major changes we will reduce our 
involvement to oversee progress up to exit or sale. The times to engage 
are during periods when; portfolio progress is not being made, due 
diligence, challenging CEOs plans, investment needs investigating, 
leveraging innovation, accelerating progress to meet exit criteria, set 
and deliver stretch targets to mitigate uncertainty, uncover hidden value, 
breakthrough changes to achieve step change, manage tough transitions, 
evaluate management capability, simplify objectives, motivate a team or 
build management capability. 
 
“4 pronged Vendor collaboration strategy was implemented setting 
a new standard for the Aerospace industry. Attracted through an 
uncompromising recruitment process some of the best industry experts. 
Created the basis of the Engineering Academy and foundations of a centre 
of excellence.” Icebreaker Interim Head of Engineering “Significantly over 
delivered in unexpected ways beyond the brief” Iain M. Director Safran 
Aerospace

We work alongside VC professionals, their 
appointed CEOs FDs or chairpersons, to compliment 
their plans. 
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2 modes of operaTion

•	 External – support due diligence, set targets, identify plans and own 
implementation  – (Typically fees only)

•	 Integrated – Icebreaker lead chief performance officer allocated to 
the VC with another seasoned executive in support for the VC, together 
accountable for flexibly resourcing; Due Diligence, getting plans on track 
accelerating improvement, and developing stand alone capability – exit. 
QA centrally via icebreaker executive reporting to the PE / VC. This team 
of 2 would target to deliver 4 turnaround 100 day projects in 2 years 

We work alongside VC professionals, their 
appointed CEOs FDs or chairpersons, to compliment 
their plans. 

Time Line

iB & CeO

CeO only

Capacity for team of 2 to run multiple projects + support

accelerated improvement raising the bar

100 days 100 days 100 days 100 days
Maturity to exit
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Ce Net Value Improved For investor
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and ensure progress to realign and interject stretch targets to meet the 
challenges of a 12-36m exit on a rolling basis. – (Discounted fees to 
maximise investment cash position / equity upside agreed project / 
project or as required)

risk management 
Our operations ability reduces risk, identifying top line weaknesses, 
customer threats, investment gaps, people capability, contractual traps 
and fraud.

“Brought in at a time when the VCs were unhappy with the performance 
of the business and the existing CFO had just resigned.  There was an 
urgent need to work closely with both the senior management team, and 
also with the stakeholders who included two leading VC’s and two major 
UK banks. The MD thanked DM for his efforts in challenging times and 
said he had done a great job. The business was subsequently sold and all 
the stakeholders (who had previously been ‘under water’) ended up with 
an excellent return.” Worldmark International. The VC’s were Bridgepoint 
& Hg Capital, the two Banks were BOS and Barclays Bank

an established proven business model
Identify hidden value and building value from an implementation 
perspective.

“Overheads were reduced by 20% through the termination of the 
(highly remunerated) CFO and Marketing Director and further headcount 
reductions across the board (annual savings $1m) coupled with sale of a 
Swiss subsidiary and 50% of the non-core European fibre optic network 
to a Singapore.” Icebreaker FD Viatel which sold its Swiss subsidiary to 
Swisscom and subsequently half of its European network to Global Voice, 
a Singapore listed Company. The major investor in Viatel was Morgan 
Stanley.
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Icebreaker has delivered some exceptional work through the well proven 
icebreaker business model. This model enables the VC to scale without 
fixed overhead and free their time to focus on their core capabilities – 
oversight, deals and financing. Icebreakers leading edge experience and 
people development capability is focussed on value building and better 
PR for the VC in the marketplace. Engagement is seamless and rewards 
aligned to the VC reward model. This frees up the VC from having to get 
involved recruiting, resolving difficult management issues. 

Yet at all times there is full accountability with a single icebreaker 
nominated contact allocated for the VC. 2nd level QA is managed by 
icebreaker executive to adjust resourcing as required, oversee customer 
review and progress sign off every 2 weeks. The core team and icebreaker 
executive runs parallel advice from our trusted experts to keep us up to 
date with and ensure we are following the latest legal guidelines.

“You’ve certainly brought a new dynamic to the management team here 
and put in place some robust and sustainable practices; our big job now 
is to keep it going and move ourselves even further forwards. “We have 
some good people now and I’m confident that we can do it.” Management 
Safran Aerospace



“icebreaker execuTive’s 
greaT sTrengTh is leading 
people and Teams. They had 
To overcome a culTure in The 
company where people were 
noT held accounTable for 
Their acTions and rarely made 
decisions. Through menToring 
and working closely wiTh 
individuals (ofTen on a one 
To one basis). They were 
able, by The Time They lefT, To 
creaTe a Team who ThoughT 
for Themselves and made 
decisions for Themselves. They 
leT people develop Their own 
deTailed plans under Their 
guidance and only alTered 
These when necessary.” 
medical producTs divisional md arjo hunTleigh
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retaining and building value
Icebreaker executives are expert at implementation - bringing clients 
good decision making, decisiveness, honed by their vast sector and award 
winning operational management experience. Individually and as a team 
- we share four key traits that underwrite our exceptional implementation 
skills. 

1. We set a very few clear priorities for creating value and 
communicate these consistently 
2. We put the right people in the right jobs and focus and support 
them on the right objectives 
3. We create a robust structure and adhere to formal decision rules 
and assign specific roles. 
4. We link robust decision-making procedures to well-tuned business 
processes and continually raise the bar to develop high performing 
teams for effective execution. 

Furthermore our external QA process ensures the team don’t become 
complacent or precious about their work - all programs are peer reviewed 
every 2 weeks and challenged to ensure clients are getting the best 
possible return.
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engagemenT process

“Icebreaker Executive very quickly understood the culture within the 
business. Within their first week they produced an excellent document 
putting meat on the bone to his brief. They very quickly identified the 
critical areas of the project and had put together a draft plan as to how 
we could overcome those issues.” Medical Products Divisional MD

 ✔ 100 day Implementation phase (icebreaker team of 2)
 ✔ Deliver agreed plan with clear terms of engagement
 ✔ Replace or support FTEs, and scope roles

 ✔ post Implementation assurance (post implementation 6m - 3 years)
 ✔ legacy assurance nominal monthly fee, oversee 3 year plan
 ✔ Aligned equity return for c20% staged option vs. incremental  

 deliverables realised on exit / achievement. Review every 6 m.

VaLue idenTifiCaTiOn (a - d)

 ✔ 1 page - Go no go report - early warning (1 daya

 ✔ detailed joint dd - with Vc (less than 1 week)B

 ✔ detailed business turnaround plan (c2 days - 1 week)C

 ✔ agree reward / sign off Vc termsd

and impLemenTaTiOn prOCess
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icebreakers’ 
differenTiaTors

Icebreaker Executive are a resourceful firm of situation specialists that 
work with private equity and other leading organisations; who have very 
ambitious plans, or significant challenges. A team of expert Senior Execs 
with award winning and extensive multi sector turnaround, business 
change and improvement experience across all key functional areas taken 
from leading periods of critical value growth in both SME and FT100. 

There are many good businesses unaware of 2011s emerging complex 
threats that will unnecessarily fail by being unable to navigate through 
new challenges. The Icebreaker Solution provides “a one stop shop” to 
integrate the elements of the solution to accelerate the recovery.
 
Complete Integrity. If we can’t deliver a substantial return we won’t 
engage.



“The Teams qualiTies forge 
our unique organizaTional 
idenTiTy ThaT is exTernally 
focused and made up of people 
who Think like owners, prize 
accounTabiliTy, delivery and 
Teamwork, and are wired To 
win.”  
Tom pickering ceo
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“The teams qualities forge our 
unique organizational identity 
that is externally focused and 
made up of people who think 
like owners, prize accountability, 
delivery and teamwork, and are 
wired to win.” 
Tom Pickering CEO

I welcome your feedback and enquiries 

+44 (0)207 193  5518 
office@icebreakerexecutive.com
www.icebreakerexecutive.com

Proud sponsors of:


